
FAITH  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH                                     April 12, 2015 
  
SECOND  SUNDAY  OF   EASTER 
 
RECOLLECTING  OURSELVES  FOR  WORSHIP 
 Music (please use this time for quiet and reflection) 
 Gong [followed by silence] 

Call to Worship – John 20:1-18 
 Hymn – 108 

Opening Prayer 
 
OUR  HUMANNESS  AND  GOD’S  GRACE 

Call to Confession 
Unison Prayer of Confession 
 
Gracious God, I am surprised to discover that I have been 
seduced by my culture’s propensity to move toward what is 
seen as positive.  I have been thinking about the work you do 
in me to bring me the fullness of my human life, and I am in 
favor of it.  I am surprised to discover that I consider fullness to 
mean more of the things I enjoy.  My idea is that you will take 
me beyond things like grief, resentment, feeling threatened, 
being jealous, feeling cheated, envy, inferiority, weakness, 
anger, need and other experiences that connect me to my soft 
side, and I will essentially feel good.  You do take me beyond 
these, but you do so by taking me through them so that I 
become less allergic to them and they can remain with me and 
inform me.  Somehow I have internalized the understanding 
that I will rise above my life rather than inhabit it so I can make 
use of it.  I thought I had gotten beyond the effort to “get away 
from” myself, and I have discovered I have not.  I attribute this 
insight to you, and see it as yet another effort on your part to 
offer me the fullness of my life. 

  
Personal Prayer of Confession in Silence 
Assurance of Pardon 
 

LISTENING  FOR  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Story for the Children 
 Scripture – John 20:19-31 
 Prompting 
 Silence and Reflection 
 
RESPONDING  TO  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Hymn – 111 
 Announcements 
 Minute for Mission 
 Our Gifts and Offerings 
 
   Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
   Praise Christ all creatures here below; 
   Praise Holy Spirit, Comforter; 
   One God, Triune, whom we adore.  Amen. 
  
 The Prayers of the People and Lord’s Prayer 
   Our Father in heaven, 
    hallowed be your name, 
    your kingdom come, 
    your will be done, 
     on earth as it is in heaven. 
   Give us today our daily bread. 
   Forgive us our sins 
    as we forgive those who sin against us. 
   Save us in the time of trial 
    and deliver us from evil. 
   For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are yours 
    now and forever.  Amen. 
         
GOING  OUT – to serve, to journey, to live the word 
 Hymn – 113 
 Charge and Benediction 
  



CALENDAR  OF  EVENTS 
TODAY     10:00  Worship 
        11:00  Coffee and Fellowship 
        11:20  Conversation 
        12:00  Lunch Bunch 
MONDAY      1:00  Centering Prayer, at church 
 

Lectionary Readings for April 19, 2015 
Acts 3:12-19; Psalm 4; 1 John 3:1-7; Luke 24:36b-48 

 
F.Y.I. 
 We are receiving the One Great Hour of Sharing special 
offering. 
 Next Sunday we will share lunch.  Plan to stay and bring some 
food to share. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ushers: Jim Plein and Jenny Goldgur. 
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We are a community that gathers in an attitude of 
reverence directed toward God. 

 
Reverence is a feeling of deep respect and devotion, of 
profound awe, of admiration and esteem and honor, 

of gratitude. 
 

This feeling arises from the experience of knowing that 
it is not possible to be separate from the welcoming and 
embracing presence of God, who is with us in anything 

and everything that life brings us, always accepting how 
we feel and what we think, always working to help us 
inhabit what is true for us, always helping us fashion 

the most fully human response possible for us as 
concerns what our life contains. 

 
If you are able to enter this worship experience in a 
reverential manner, you are encouraged to immerse 

yourself in the experience. 
 

If you are not able to do so, you are encouraged to 
consider that being truthful to your experience is a way 
of showing reverence to God who invites you to explore 
the value of the way you feel in your life and about your 

life.  You are also invited to ponder with us our 
conceptions about God, looking for more adequate 
ways to understand God and how God personally 

companions and supports us in all things. 
 

Welcome!

http://www.faithpresbyterianrp.org/


Second  Sunday of Easter [John 20: (1-18), 19-31] 

 The first part of this reading (verses 1-18) is the narrative in 
John’s Gospel depicting the events of Easter morning. It begins 
with the account of Mary Magdalene going to the tomb where 
Jesus had been buried and finding the tomb open, and her telling 
two disciples who then go to the tomb and discover it to be 
empty. The narrative ends with a conversation between Jesus and 
Mary. When we read these accounts as history, our doing so 
tends to make them interesting or even amazing, which places 
them in a category in our minds where they can be adored but 
not necessarily be useful. These narratives are not history but are 
theology, and they are telling us that what was alive in the person 
of Jesus can neither be destroyed nor be confined to being only a 
memory; it is able to overcome anything we do to destroy it so 
that it is able to continue to actively impact us. What falls to us is 
the task of finding a way to talk about “what was alive in the 
person of Jesus” that allows us to discover it at work in our own 
lives in the present. The following is an attempt to address that 
task. 
 The narratives of Easter are describing one aspect of the work 
God does to bring us the fullest life possible for us. The concept of 
a “full human life” refers to an internal and subjective reality, 
characterized by increased and expanded awareness of and 
conversation with the different aspects of our personality. For an 
image of this we have used the idea of an internal table around 
which conversations take place, the conversations being with and 
between our different “selves.” What was alive in the person of 
Jesus came to be called Christ, and the work of Christ is to 
introduce us to the parts of us that have not been included at our 
internal table, and then to include them in this internal 
conversation, our self-talk. As this work proceeds the aspects of 
our life which resist and oppose the inclusion of these 
newcomers/intruders are also pulled into our awareness and into 
the conversation around our internal table. Over time our self-talk 
expands; it comes to include the aspects of our self that were 
encouraged by whoever raised us, as well as the aspects that 
were discouraged; it includes the parts of us that are idealistic as 

well as those that fail to meet the ideals; the parts of us we 
consider negative as well as the ones we consider positive, the 
ones we enjoy and also those we do not enjoy. The “fullest life 
possible for us” is not an ideal or a kind of perfection; it is the 
interacting of what is actually real and true about us. As the work 
of Christ proceeds we are less able to attain our ideals, and we 
become more congruent. Christ is the aspect of God that labors to 
make this interaction materialize and expand, and Easter is the 
realization that the life and work of Christ are irrepressible in the 
face of whatever we do to thwart it. 
 The second part of this reading (verses 19-31) is the narrative in 
John’s Gospel depicting the events of Easter evening. This reading 
adds an important element to the understanding of Easter. Notice 
that when Jesus appears to the disciples he does so with the 
wounds suffered in the crucifixion. Mostly, we ignore this aspect of 
the text and imagine that he rises fully restored and in the height 
of health. However, what we imagine does not belong in Easter. 
Christ is crucified, and when he returns he comes with the wounds 
he incurred. In our own life we crucify Christ constantly, and with 
him we crucify the aspect of our life for which he is the advocate. 
When they return, they both return wounded. Whatever 
happened that suppressed a feeling or thought or behavior, when 
the feeling, thought or behavior returns it comes with the 
experiences that suppressed it. If someone dies or leaves and we 
grieve, and then for whatever reason we bury the grief, when the 
grief returns it comes with the pain that created it, especially if it 
was never processed or owned. Easter is not life replacing death 
(which is our culture’s idea); it is not a do-over or start-over. Easter 
is life coming through death. The wounds that were inflicted in the 
death remain as part of the life that comes back to us. Thomas is 
intelligent to consider carefully what he is being asked to believe in 
or trust in. Can he trust that there is life on the other side of facing 
wounds? Easter says that the wounds we experience are real, that 
they are not simply in our minds, and they are not something we 
just need to get over. Easter is saying that wounds are something 
we go through, slowly and with assistance and companionship. We 
are asked to trust that if we go towards our wounds we will find a 



life that is resilient, a life that makes use of our wounded-ness, a 
life that expands because it includes being wounded. Easter is not 
life without loss; it is life lived with loss and beyond loss. Easter is 
not life without disappointment, but life with disappointment and 
beyond it. Easter is not life without missing, or failure, or shame, 
or guilt; it is life lived through these experiences and on the other 
side of these experiences. People who experience Easter have 
scars, and they limp; and they have a quality of life that comes 
from embracing their wounds. 
 When Jesus appears to the disciples he twice says to them: 
“Peace be with you.” The Greek word translated as into English as 
“peace” means “peace;” by implication it means “prosperity.” It 
comes from the root: “to join.” I think the idea in this word is that 
internal peace and prosperity come through the action of “joining 
with…” Jesus then shows the disciples his wounds, implying that 
wounds are things with which to be joined. Jesus then says: “As 
the Father sent me so I send you.” The word translated into 
English as “sent” means “to set apart, to send out [on a mission].” 
The root of “sent” is a compound: “off [reversal]” + “to set fast or 
stall, i.e. (figuratively) to repress, to abstain from associating 
with.” If we expand this verse it says something like: “the Father 
sent me ‘to set fast or stall the human tendency to associate with 
the action of getting rid of thoughts and feelings’,” or said briefly 
“to reverse repression.” When Jesus says “…so I send you,” the 
Greek word translated into English as “send” is a word meaning 
“to dispatch (from the subjective view or point of departure.” I 
think Jesus is saying to his disciples: “As God sent me to reverse 
repression, so I am sending you to reverse people’s subjective 
frame of mind of valuing repression and repressing, and to 
encourage them to join with what they want to be rid of.” 

Jesus then breathes on the disciples and says: “Receive the 
Holy Spirit.” The Greek here can be elaborated as follows: as the 
disciples abide in and rest in this understanding of reversing 
repression, there will germinate and grow in them a specific 
mental disposition or frame of mind which they will be able to 
take hold of. They will then be able to use this frame of mind in 
the following way—when a person believes that what they think, 

feel, say and do is wrong, that it misses the mark, and they wish to 
repress it, a disciple will be able to recognize this and will have a 
choice regarding how to interact: if the disciple supports this 
subjective point of view of repressing, it will be retained in the one 
who holds to it; if the disciple does not support this subjective 
point of view of repressing, it will be released in the one who holds 
it. I believe what is being said here is that how we interact with 
others presents them with an opportunity to experience the 
reversing of repression and its impact on them personally; they 
will eventually have a choice as to whether they wish to support 
repressing or not. That is, they get to experience the presence of 
the risen Christ and what he accomplishes, which allows them to 
rely on and trust him, and follow him. How fortunate and well off 
they are. 

 [Jim Robie, 4-9-15, Cycle B, John 20: (1-18), 19-31.] 


